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Document Summary: This is page three of a letter from As'ad recommending Anas, or now as 
Abu-'Abdallah, as an administrator with good accounting and organizational skills. An account 
balance sheet is mentioned with this letter covering amounts received and spent from 28 AUG 
2008 to 16 SEP 2008. 
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As for the finance administrator [TC: Possibly Administration], this department is also a future 
developmental step, God willing, with the goal of which is to first protect the funds and safeguard 
the issue of the amounts of money received and disbursed. However, this is currently a 
supplementary and insignificant issue. 
 
- This is in regards to the administrative operation that I will follow, God willing. Moreover, as 
for the coordination or organization administrator, this brother has been present since the period 
of brother Wahab. He is a good and skillful brother with an average experience in administrative 
organization, such as computer programs, preparation of records, projects, and good ideas for the 
administration. Brother Anas, who is an immigrant [TC: Foreign or Arab mujahid] brother of 
whom we now nickname as (Abu-'Abdallah).  This brother requested a meeting with you 
regarding some important issues related to the organization of the administration, statistical issue, 
and so forth. So please arrange an appointment for him, may Allah reward you with blessings. 
 
- I will attach for you with this report a review of the expenditures and revenues which I have 
received and spent during the period of 28 AUG through 16 SEP 2008. 
 
- As for the administrative report, please let it be bi-monthly [Every two weeks] instead of 
weekly, because I deem it appropriate for the administration because of the lack of rapid 
developments of the other systems [TC: Organizations/departments].  I will inform you about the 
significant matters and every progress/development within the month, God's willing. 
 
- This is what I have for now, and may God reward you with blessings. 
 
Peace 
 
Your beloved brother 
As'ad 
17 SEP 2008 
 
[End of translation] 
 
  
 


